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Mere Party and the Magic
Mirror: California's First Lower
Federal Judicial Appointments
By KERMrr L. HALL*
Modern federal district court judges exercise significant influ-
ence over every aspect of the lives of the citizenry. During the past
three decades, these nonelected judges' dramatic and often contro-
versial rulings in cases involving school desegregation and legisla-
tive reapportionment have stimulated public debate concerning
the extent of their influence on public policy. Today a decision in
federal litigation is far more likely to be made by a district court
judge than by the better-known jurists on the federal courts of ap-
peals and the Supreme Court.' Nonetheless, little is known about
the process by which district court judges are selected 2 or the his-
tolrical development of this process.'
The district court judge selection process during the post-
World War II period has come under serious study,4 but too fre-
quently these studies treat the broader history of the selection pro-
* Associate Professor, University of Florida. B.A., 1966, University of Akron; M.A.,
1967, Syracuse University; Ph.D., 1972, University of Minnesota; M.S.L., 1980, Yale
University.
1. J. PALTASON, FEDERAL COURTS IN THE POLITICAL PRocEss 29-42 (1955).
2. In contrast, a relatively greater amount of information is available concerning the
selection of Supreme Court Justices, see H. ABRAHAM, JusTIcEs AND PRESmENTS: A PoLm-
CAL HISTORY OF APPOINTMENTS TO THE SUPREME COURT (1974), and federal courts of appeals
judges, see J. SCHMIDHAUSER, JUDGES AND JUSTICES: THE FEDERAL APPELLATE JUDICIARY 11-
41 (1979).
3. But see K. HALL, THE POLITICS OF JUSTICE: LowER FEDERAL JUDICIAL SELECTION
AND THE SECOND PARTY SYSTEM 1829-61 (1979) [hereinafter cited as HALL]; Hall, Children of
the Cabins: The Lower Federal Judiciary Modernization and Political Culture, 1789-1899,
75 Nw. U.L. REv. 423 (1980). For a discussion of the pioneering history of the operation of
the early federal courts, see M. TACHAU, FEDERAL COURTS IN Tm EARLY REPUBLIC: KEN-
TUCKY 1789-1816 (1978).
4. See H. CHASE, FEDERAL JUDGES: THE APPoINTING PROCESS (1972); S. GOLDMAN & T.
JAHNIGE, THE FEDERAL COURTS AS A POLITICAL SYSTEM 49-94 (1971); R. RICHARDSON & K.
VINES, THE POLITICS OP FEDERAL COURTS 56-79 (1970).
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cess as a mere echo of the contemporary pattern that stresses the
primacy of partisan political considerations. Yet, historically, the
process was far more complex than is suggested by the conclusion
that mere party politics is determinative.
The Constitution does not require a district court judge to be
a lawyer or a citizen; it only provides that the President nominate
and the Senate advise and consent to the appointment.5 This
openly textured process would be expected to resonate with the
dominant political interests and broad cultural imperatives found
during different periods of American history.6 For example, schol-
ars emphasize that the 20th century commitment to formalism and
bureaucracy has shaped the contemporary district court judge se-
lection process.7 The Department of Justice, the Attorney General,
and the American Bar Association have insinuated into the process
the themes of competence, experience, and professionalism-cul-
turally imposed values that have acquired increasing importance
with the rise of modem society and an industrialized economy. At
the same time, partisanship and senatorial courtesy remain factors
in the selection process.8 Historians of American political and legal
institutions should exploit the unique perspective offered by the
district court judge selection process as a means of assessing the
values underlying the political and legal cultures of earlier
generations.
The Nineteenth Century Selection Process
The political and legal culture of the mid-19th century posed
unique issues in the selection of district court judges. Sectional
pressures arising from the threatened expansion of slavery into
new states and territories eroded the stability of the two-party sys-
5. U.S. CONST. art. II, § 2, cl. 2.
6. Justice Oliver Wendell Holmes, Jr., in urging the study of legal history, observed
that the "law" and its institutions provide a "magic mirror" which reflects fundamental
social and political values. Justice Holmes' insight applies equally well to understanding the
evolution of judicial selection. THE MnD AND FArm OF JusTICE HOLmES 29-30 (M. Lerner
ed. 1943). On Justice Holmes and legal history generally, see J. HURST, JUSTICE HOLMES ON
LEGAL HISTORY (1964).
7. See H. CHASE, FEDERAL JUDGES: THE APPOINTING PRocEss 3-47 (1972); S. GoLDMAN
& T. JAmGE, THE FEmAL COURTS AS A PoLIrICAL SYSTEM 49-62 (1971); J. GROSSMAN, LAW-
YERS AND JUDGES: THE ABA AND Tm Poinmcs OF JUDICIAL SELECTION (1965); R. RICHARDSON
& K. VINES, THE POLICS OF FEDERAL COURTS 56-60 (1970).
8. See sources cited in note 7 supra.
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tern and the Union.9 The Whig and Democratic parties were enti-
ties centered in the states, uniting nationally every four years
solely to elect a President.1" Partisanship and local party organiza-
tion were legitimate aspects of the political culture, complemented
by ties of family and friendship."' The legal profession was also
decentralized; the American Bar Association had no precursor to
establish and enforce minimum standards for district court
appointees. 12
During this period, there was no specialized governmental ma-
chinery to evaluate judicial candidates, and the Attorney General
had no formal role in the selection process. 13 As the executive
branch had no bureaucratic procedures by which to identify nomi-
nees, the Secretary of State fulfilled that function. Judicial vacan-
cies were filled in the same way as other important patronage posi-
tions: the appointees were selected on the basis of their political
connections and their friends' and family's connections.
Under these circumstances, Ogden Hoffman, Jr. ascended to
the newly created federal judgeship for the Northern District of
California in 1851. The process by which he and the appointees to
the Southern District reached the bench reflects the impact of sec-
tional interests, partisanship, administrative necessity, and per-
sonal connections on the selection process.1 4 Their appointments
are illustrative of the district court judge selection process in the
mid-19th century.
The Creation of District Courts in California
The obituaries that followed Judge Ogden Hoffman's death on
August 9, 1891, glowingly recounted his forty years of service on
the federal bench. 5 The San Francisco Examiner devoted nearly a
9. D. PorER, THE IMPENDING CRISIS, 1848-1861, at 225-66 (1976).
10. Id.
11. Formisano, Toward a Reorientation of Jacksonian Politics: A Review of the
Literature, 1959-1975, 63 J. AM. HST. 42, 42-65 (1976).
12. L. FREmmAN, A HISTORY OF AmECAN LAw 265-92 (1973).
13. The Department of Justice was created in 1870. In 1855, Attorney General Caleb
Cushing assumed the task of identifying potential judicial nominees and of evaluating let-
ters of application and recommendation submitted on behalf of would-be judicial nominees.
On Cushing's assumption of these duties, see HALL, supra note 3, at 113. On the Depart-
ment of Justice, see generally L. HUSTON, THE DEPARTMENT OF JusTIcs (1967).
14. See notes 46-111 & accompanying text infra.
15. See In Memoriam Ogden Hoffman, Proceedings of the Bar Association of the City
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full page to tributes and accolades,16 including an explanation of
Hoffman's selection. The Examiner, with true journalistic license,
reported that Hoffman's appointment had been arranged before
the then twenty-eight year old lawyer moved to San Jose in early
1850, through the extraordinary political influence of Hoffman's fa-
ther, Ogden Hoffman, Sr., a prominent Whig and a former United
States Attorney for the Southern District of New York. 17 Accord-
ing to the Examiner, the senior Hoffman was a close friend of
President Franklin Pierce, a personal connection that reportedly
had facilitated the appointment of his son.' The appointment,
concluded the newspaper, was a matter of mere politics.1 ?
The Examiner's obituary is the most readily accessible explan-
tion of Hoffman's appointment; however, it is inaccurate in two
significant respects. First, Millard Fillmore, a Whig, appointed
Judge Hoffman, not Franklin Pierce, a Democrat. More impor-
tantly, Hoffman's selection was anything but prearranged-he re-
ceived the post only after six other lawyers had refused to accept
commissions, been rejected by the Senate, or rebuffed informal of-
fers of appointment by the Fillmore administration.20 The Exam-
iner's explanation of Hoffman's appointment exemplifies the stere-
otypic view that politics and personal influence alone shape the
federal judicial selection process.21 These were important but not
the sole considerations in Hoffman's selection.22
The California. Federal Court Act of September 28, 1850, cre-
ated two judicial districts divided at the 37th parallel with a single
judge assigned to each.23 The judges were to exercise both district
and circuit court jurisdiction.2 4 Three different considerations were
of San Francisco and in the Federal Courts (San Francisco, unpublished & undated) (Ban-
croft Library, University of California, Berkeley, California).
16. San Francisco Examiner, Aug. 10, 1891, at 1, col. 7; Aug. 11, 1891, at 3, col. 1-3.
17. Id. The senior Hoffman was also a scion of the New York Bar.
18. Id. "The lawyers here in those days thought Hoffman was only some New York
dandy with influence at Washington who was coming out here to be a nobody." Id..
19. Id.
20. See notes 54-102 & accompanying text infra.
21. See also L. FRnmsm , A HISTORY OF AMERIcAN LAW 110-13 (1973); J. HuRsT, THE
GROWTH OF AMERIcAN LAW: THE LAW mum 143-44 (1950); Fritz & Peckham, The Juris-
diction of California's First Federal Court: The Northern District, 1851-1891, (1980) (un-
published manuscript in the possession of the clerk, U.S. District Court for the Northern
District of California).
22. See notes 91-100 & accompanying text infra.




significant in the decision of the usually parsimonious Congress to
provide for two districts; 5 these same considerations would also
influence the outcome of the selection process. First, Congress rec-
ognized that land disputes would constitute the most serious litiga-
tion before the courts. This burden was certain to fall more heavily
on the Northern District judge, because the miners and speculators
who arrived with the gold rush were quick to challenge the lease-
holds of one another. Greed, fraud, and poor records produced a
knot of civil and -common law problems of land ownership and
squatter and leaseholder rights in the Northern District.26 Second,
the port of San Francisco benefited immediately from the com-
merce generated by the gold mania.27 The judge in the Northern
District, more than the judge in the Southern District, was certain
to confront a docket crowded with admiralty, maritime, and com-
mercial cases. Third, the sectional crisis and the issue of the ex-
pansion of slavery were factors in the decision to create two dis-
trict courts.28 Slave-state Democrats in Congress expected one of
the California federal judges, preferably in the Southern District,
to be sensitive to slave-state interests .2  This does not mean that
southerners conspired to divide California; instead, it emphasizes
that congressional leaders from slave states expected to be given
an equal share of the federal offices in California. 0
The organization of the federal district courts in California
and the salaries provided to the judges limited, as a practical mat-
ter, the discretion of the President in the selection process. In es-
tablishing salaries for the judgeships, Congress was influenced by
conflicting desires for efficient court operations and parsimony in
government as well as concern that federal judges not become om-
25. See CONG. GLOBE, 31st Cong., 1st Sess. 2021-23, 2068-70, app. 1351-55 (1850).
26. See W. ELLISON, A SELF-GOVERNING DOMINION: CALIFORNIA, 1849-1860, at 102-36
(1950); Gates, Adjudication of Spanish-Mexican Land Claims in California, 21 HUNTING-
TON LIBRARY Q. 213 (1958).
27. See R. LOTCHIN, SAN FRANcisco, 1846-1856: FROM HAMLET TO CITY 3-5 (1974).
28. Different patterns of landholding, climate, and population distribution not only
underscored dissimilarities between the two sections of the state but fueled speculation
about whether California would remain one state. The possibility of division was linked to
the expansion of slavery, and slavery was far more likely to thrive in a new state carved
from the southern half of California than in the north. See generally W. ELLISON, A SELF-
GOVERNING DOMINION: CALIFORNIA, 1849-1860, at 167-91 (1950).
29. Id.
30. Id. at 167-69. See Hall, The Taney Court in the Second Party System: The Con-
gressional Response to Federal Judicial Reform 128-83 (1972) (unpublished doctoral disser-
tation, University of Minnesota).
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nipotent. 1 Congress accepted the basic notion that to attract com-
petent jurists salaries would have to be sufficient,32 especially in
California where the gold mania compounded the usual inflation-
ary pressures of the American frontier.3 Yet sufficiency, even
under these extreme circumstances, had different meanings; many
members of Congress from both parties were concerned with gov-
ernment spending and feared that excessive salaries for the federal
judges in California would embarrass the judges in the members'
state and federal courts."
Congress eventually reached compromise figures, providing
salaries of $3,500 for the judge in the Northern District and $2,800
for the judge in the Southern District.-5 This salary differential re-
flected Congress' determination that the judge in the Northern
District would have to preside over a larger and more important
body of litigation than would the Southern District Court judge.
Consideration of potential appointees began two years before
passage of the act organizing the California courts; applicants be-
gan to seek the California judgeships immediately after the end of
the Mexican War in 1848. Democratic President James K. Polk
hoped to organize the vast Mexican cession quickly, resulting in
the speedy admission of California to the Union and the resolution
31. See generally CONG. GLOBE, 31st Cong., 1st Sess. app. 1352 (1850).
32. Id.
33. In mid-1850, the cost of daily board in San Francisco was $10. Id. at 1355.
34. Senator Andrew Pickens Butler of South Carolina, the Chairman of the Senate
Committee on the Judiciary, rationalized the defeat of a proposal to pay the California
judges $6,000 annually with the observation that "there are those who prefer the judicial
office because it gives what a practitioner at the bar could not have-it gives a man. . . an
honorable position... in which he can consult the dictates of his conscience and judgement
in the affairs of men, which is what no lawyer or politician can do." Id. at 1352. On the
broader debate over judicial salaries for federal judges, see Hall, The Taney Court in the
Second Party System: The Congressional Response to Federal Judicial Reform 88-183
(1972) (unpublished doctoral dissertation, University of Minnesota).
35. 9 Stat. 521 (1850). Congress had considered and then rejected on constitutional
grounds a bill that would have created a sliding scale for judicial salaries in California. See
CONG. GLOBE, 31st Cong., 1st Sess. app. 1355 (1850). Although the salary of the judge in the
Northern District was the highest paid to any district court judge in the Union, a San Fran-
cisco newspaper complained that to attract a competent lawyer the salary would have to be
at least $9,000-almost twice the sum paid to an associate justice of the United States Su-
preme Court. The California Courier, Nov. 30, 1850. The paper noted as well, that the judge
in the Southern District would receive "less per annum than the clerk of our Street Com-
mission. . . ." Id. The salary for the Northern District Court judge was the same as that
for the judge of the busy Southern District of New York. In contrast to the salaries of the
federal judges, elected California Supreme Court Justices were paid $10,000 per year. CONG.
GLOBE, 31st Cong., 1st Sess. app. 1354 (1850).
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of the future of slavery in the American West. The two leading
candidates for judicial office in California during the final months
of the Polk administration were southerners: Andrew K. Blythe of
Columbus, Mississippi, a friend of the Polk family, and Archibald
D. M. Haroldson, a Democratic member of the Louisiana Legisla-
ture and an established civil law attorney fluent in Spanish."6
When Congress failed to agree on a plan by which to admit Cali-
fornia to the Union, however, President Polk's opportunity to ap-
point the state's first federal judges was lost.37 The President ap-
parently never decided on either candidate, although he thought
Haroldson's civil law practice and language abilities necessary at-
tributes for successful service in California. 8 When Whig Presi-
dent Zachary Taylor was inaugurated in 1849, these Democratic
candidates were no longer considered.
Organizing the Mexican cession and disposing of the issue of
the expansion of slavery consumed the major portion of Zachary
Taylor's brief administration. 9 President Taylor favored quick ad-
mission of California to the Union without provision for slavery.40
These concerns were reflected in the judicial selection process. Al-
though President Taylor retained a hand in the selection process,
he expected Secretary of State John M. Clayton to find suitable
nominees who would support his policies.' 1 The human frailties of
both men complicated and ultimately frustrated this task.42 Clay-
ton often ignored or misinterpreted President Taylor's instruc-
tions, and the President frequently failed to supervise the pa-
tronage decisions made by the Secretary of State. The Secretary
36. See Letter from Andrew A. Kincannon to James K. Polk (July 28, 1848), collected
in Letters of Application and Recommendation during the Administrations of James K.
Polk, Zachary Taylor and Millard Fillmore, 1845-1853, National Archives Microfilm M-873,
Records of the Department of State, RG59 [hereinafter cited as Letters of Application];
Letter from Members of the State Senate of Louisiana to James K. Polk (December 14,
1848), collected in Letters of Application, supra. Isaac W. R. Bromley of Plattsburg, New
York was the leading free state candidate. See Letter from Reuben H. Walworth to James
K. Polk (April 20, 1848), collected in Letters in Application, supra.
37. See D. POTTER, THE IMPENDING CRISIS, 1848-1861, at 56-57, 69, 71-73, 76 (1976).
38. Endorsement by James K. Polk on Letter from Members of the State Senate of
Louisiana to James K. Polk (Dec. 14, 1848), collected in Letters of Application, supra note
36.
39. H. HAMILTON, ZACHAry TAYLOR: SOLDIR IN THE WHrrE HOUSE 175-86 (1951).
40. Id. See D. POTTER, THE IMPENDING CRISIS, 1848-1861, at 99-104 (1976).
41. D. POTER, THE IMPENDING CRISIS, 1848-1861, at 91-93, 95, 102-04, 106-07 (1976).
42. See Letter from David Outlaw to Emily Outlaw (Dec. 9, 1849) (David Outlaw Pa-
pers, Southern Historical Collection, University of North Carolina).
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compounded the problem by frequently promising to deliver the
same government post to more than one applicant."'
Confusion thus plagued the attempts by President Taylor to
fill the Northern District judgeship in California. The Secretary of
State promised the post to one applicant; the President promised
it to another. Clayton's choice was George W. Barbour of Lexing-
ton, Kentucky, who was associated with the anti-Taylor wing of
the Whig party. 4 At the same time, President Taylor assured Su-
preme Court Justice John Catron that Isaac D. Thomas, a Whig
from New Orleans, would be appointed.4 5 However, President Tay-
lor's death on July 9, 1850, mooted the conflict between himself
and Clayton.
The Selection Process Under Millard Fillmore
The new President, Millard Fillmore, felt no compunction to
keep the promises of his predecessors, especially when they were
conflicting. Rather, President Fillmore and Secretary of State
Daniel Webster pursued a patronage policy intended to place the
federal judiciary in California and the remainder of the Mexican
cession under the control of Union Whigs willing to employ judi-
cial power to curtail the expansion of slavery." They agreed that
43. For example, in making the judicial appointments to the newly organized territory
of Minnesota, Clayton gave two of the three judgeships to relatives of leading Senate critics
of the administration although he had earlier promised them to Taylor supporters. HALL,
supra note 3, at 83-85.
44. Barbour was sufficiently confident of appointment that he closed his law practice
in Kentucky in preparation for the move to San Francisco. Letter from James L. Johnson to
Daniel Webster (Sept. 25, 1980), collected in Letters of Application, supra note 36. There
was also strong support for Joseph G. Baldwin, who later became a justice of the California
Supreme Court. See Letter from Alexander H. H. Stewart to John M. Clayton (March 16,
1948), collected in Letters of Application, supra note 36.
45. Catron sought the selection of his friend not only for personal reasons, but because
he believed that an appointee with Thomas' experience as a state court judge and his famili-
arity with civil land law litigation would assure justice in California and facilitate subse-
quent appeals to the Supreme Court. Although Thomas was a Whig, the Democrat Catron
did not hesitate to recommend him; professional respect and friendship cut through party
affiliation. See Brief of Recommendations in Favor of Isaac D. Thomas (no date), collected
in Letters of Application, supra note 36. It is also apparent that, as a fellow Louisiana
resident, President Taylor knew Thomas. See Letter from Isaac Thomas to Zachary Taylor
(Feb. 13, 1850), collected in Letters of Application, supra note 36.
46. Hall, the Taney Court in the Second Party System: The Congressional Response
to Federal Judicial Reform 128-83 (1972) (unpublished doctoral dissertation, University of
Minnesota).
President Fillmore was also the first President since Andrew Jackson to propose whole-
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the selection of experienced and respected lawyers for the federal
district court would complement their broader objective of creating
sectional harmony throughout the nation.
The brightening prospects of statehood for California created
by Fillmore's ascendancy to the presidency caused a flood of appli-
cants anxious to serve in the new American El Dorado. By Nov-
ember, 1850, at least 103 applications or recommendations had
been made for the Northern District; 7 another 70 persons sought
the Southern District post.48 The administration was anxious to
separate lawyers with ability and commitment from those appli-
cants merely interested in the adventure California offered.49
The selection of California's first federal judges consumed a
disproportionate share of the time, energy, and political capital of
the Fillmore Administration. During his brief tenure in office,
President Fillmore made only eight nominations to the district
courts; six of these were made to the California courts between
September, 1850, and February, 1852.50 With the exception of the
Utah territory, no other judgeships caused greater administrative
or political frustrations than did the California posts.
President Fillmore and Secretary of State Webster adopted a
two-pronged strategy that was designed to be sensitive to political
necessity as well as ensure judicial ability. First, they sought law-
yers familiar with the civil law, expert in property and commercial
law, and fluent in Spanish.51 They also were aware that the temp-
sale, systematic reform in the organization and pay of the lower federal judiciary and the
Office of the Attorney General. Id. See also HALL, supra note 3, at 91, 93, 101-03. These
goals were never reached. The same combination of Democratic power in Congress and divi-
sion within the Whig Party which frustrated adn-inistrative reform also thwarted President
Fillmore's judicial patronage policy in California. Letter from James M. Came to Millard
Fillmore (Aug. 31, 1850) (Millard Fillmore Papers, Buffalo and Erie County Historical Soci-
ety, Buffalo, New York).
47. Not untypically, Lot Clark wrote on behalf of his offspring: "I have a son who is a
good lawyer and writes essays with considerable ability. He is in his 30th year and has a
mind to go out west." Letter from Lot Clark to Millard Fillmore (Nov. 16, 1850) (Millard
Fillmore Papers, Buffalo and Erie County, Historical Society, Buffalo, New York).
48. Synopsis of Applicants for the California Judgeships, in Letters of Application,
supra note 36.
49. "I fear no fit men will take the offices at the salaries now provided." Letter from
Secretary of State Daniel Webster to Millard Fillmore (Oct. 19, 1850) (Millard Fillmore
Papers, Buffalo and Erie County Historical Society, Buffalo, New York). This concern was
shared by President Fillmore. Letter from Millard Fillmore to Daniel Webster (Oct. 17,
1850) (Daniel Webster Papers, Indiana Historical Society Library, Indianapolis, Indiana).
50. See notes 54-111 & accompanying text infra.
51. Letter from Daniel Webster to Millard Fillmore (Oct. 19, 1850) (Millard Fillmore
JUDICIAL APPOINTMENTS
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tations posed by the complex and lucrative land litigation necessi-
tated appointees of personal integrity and courage.52 Second, the
President and the Secretary of State wanted quick appointments,
which would have the administrative advantage of getting the
badly needed federal courts into prompt operation. Administrative
necessity blended with political expediency, and quick appoint-
ments would prevent an extended clash between the factions
within California's minority Whig Party as well as minimize the
interference in the selection process by California's senators, who
were certain to be Democrats. In fact, President Fillmore proposed
to expand his discretion in the selection process by acting before
the California congressional delegation was officially seated.5
On the same day the California statehood bill was passed by
Congress, President Fillmore, on Webster's recommendation,"
submitted to the Senate the nominations of Judah P. Benjamin for
the Northern District and John Plummer Healy for the Southern
District.5" Both men were the administration's first choices, though
neither nominee had sought the post.56 Benjamin was a distin-
guished New Orleans Whig with broad knowledge of the civil law,
especially in the area of land and commercial law; in 1847 he had
served as counsel to the California Land Commission. Webster in-
sisted that Benjamin's impeccable credentials would overcome any
possible opposition.57 The selection of Healy revealed the other
side of Webster's patronage beliefs. Healy had maintained Web-
ster's law office while the Secretary served in Washington. Healy's
nomination was not entirely an act of personal expediency, how-
ever; like Benjamin, the Boston lawyer was fluent in Spanish, well-
Papers, Buffalo and Erie County Historical Society, Buffalo, New York).
52. Id.
53. Letters from James M. Came to Millard Fillmore (Aug. 31, 1850 and Mar. 9, 1852)
(Millard Fillmore Papers, Buffalo and Erie County Historical Society, Buffalo, New York);
Letters from J. H. Clay Mudd to Thomas Corwin (Feb. 16, 1852, and Feb. 26, 1852)
(Thomas Corwin Papers, Library of Congress); Letter from John Wilson to Thomas Corwin
(June 25, 1850) (Thomas Corwin Papers, Library of Congress); Letters from Truman Smith
to John Wilson (Nov. 29, 1850, and Dec. 6, 1851) (John Wilson Papers, Bancroft Library,
University of California, Berkeley, California).
54. Letter from Daniel Webster to Millard Fillmore (Oct. 19, 1850) (Millard Fillmore
Papers, Buffalo and Erie County Historical Society, Buffalo, New York).
55. 8 J. OF THE ExEcUTrIvE PROC. OF THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES 266-67 (1969).
56. Id.
57. Gruss, Judah P. Benjamin, 19 LA. HIST. Q. 970-80 (1980); Letter from Daniel
Webster to Millard Fillmore (Oct. 29, 1850) (Millard Fillmore Papers, Buffalo and Erie
County Historical Society, Buffalo, New York).
versed in commercial law, and a loyal Union Whig.5  The Senate
offered no opposition to either nominee; it confirmed both the
same day they were nominated. 9
The practical problems associated with service on the federal
bench in California frustrated administration strategy-both ap-
pointees refused to serve.60 Benjamin preferred the lure of politics
in Louisiana, his plantation, and a potential seat in the United
States Senate to the low-paying Northern District judgeship.61
Healy declined to serve in the Southern District because he
thought the post too lacking in prestige in comparison to the
Northern District, the area around Los Angeles too unsettled, the
pay too low, and the extended separation from family in New Eng-
land too long.62 When Benjamin declined, President Fillmore
quickly offered Healy the Northern District judgeship, but Healy
again refused despite incessant prodding by Webster to accept. 8
Throughout the fall of 1850, President Fillmore and Secretary
Webster attempted unsuccessfully to secure potential judges. The
Secretary of State adopted a cautious tack; he sought out personal
friends among the Union Whigs of Massachusetts and then recom-
mended them to the White House. President Fillmore insisted
upon interviewing potential appointees when possible. On Web-
58. HISTORY OF WASHINGTON, NEw HAmPSHmR FROM THE FIRST SErLEMENT TO THE
PRESENT, 1768-1886 473-74 (1887). Furthermore, in comparison with the large number of
anonymous applicants, Webster was comfortable in endorsing Healy because of the personal
connection that existed between them. This reliance on personal friendship was a way of
reducing the uncertainty about the political loyalty, personal character, and legal ability of
nominees because the administration could not rely consistently on either an integrated bu-
reaucracy in the executive branch or the decentralized and loosely-knit party structure to
identify qualified persons.
59. 8 J. OF THE EXEcUTrIVE PRoc. OF THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES 266-67 (1969).
See HALL, supra note 3, at 171-74.
60. Letter from Judah P. Benjamin to Daniel Webster (Oct. 18, 1850), collected in
Letters of Resignation and Declination, RG59, National Archives; Letters from John P.
Healy to Daniel Webster (Oct. 2, 1850, and Oct. 23, 1850), reprinted in Tim PAPERS OF
DANIEL WEBSTER (C. Wiltse ed. 1971).
61. Letters from Daniel Webster to Millard Fillmore (Oct. 19, 1850, Oct. 23, 1850, and
Oct. 29, 1850) (Millard Fillmore Papers, Buffalo and Erie County Historical Society, Buf-
falo, New York); Letter from Millard Fillmore to Daniel Webster (Oct. 23, 1850) (Daniel
Webster Papers, Indiana Historical Society Library, Indianapolis, Indiana).
62. Letters from John P. Healy to Daniel Webster (Oct. 23, 1850, and Oct. 24, 1850)
(Millard Fillmore Papers, Buffalo and Erie County Historical Society, Buffalo, New York).
63. See Letters from Daniel Webster to Millard Fillmore (Oct. 19, 1850, Oct. 23, 1850,
and Oct. 29, 1850) (Millard Fillmore Papers, Buffalo and Erie County Historical Society,
Buffalo, New York); Letter from Millard Fillmore to Daniel Webster (Oct. 23, 1850) (Daniel
Webster Papers, Indiana Historical Society, Indianapolis, Indiana).
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ster's recommendation"4 President Fillmore offered the Northern
District post to Charles B. Goodrich, a Boston lawyer. The attend-
ant negotiations spanned almost two weeks and ended in frustra-
tion; once again, the low salary of the Northern District judgeship
thwarted administration plans.6 5
In December, 1850, California's newly elected Democratic Sen-
ator, William M. Gwin, entered Congress and altered the dynamics
of the selection process. 6 As a former power in the Mississippi
Democratic Party, and a former resident of Louisiana, Gwin be-
came the most influential spokesperson for the southern oriented
wing of the state Democrats upon his arrival in California. 17 Cali-
fornia Whigs, fearful of losing their voice in the distribution of fed-
eral offices, admonished the President to be "cautious of Gwin,"'' 5
but President Fillmore chose to ignore this advice. Although
friendly with Gwin and the entire Democratic California delega-
tion,69 he refused to allow the California Senator free rein in pa-
tronage matters.
Senator Gwin's presence and the refusal of well-known non-
California lawyers to accept appointment forced the administra-
tion to alter its strategy. President Fillmore and Secretary Webster
agreed to narrow their search for nominees to "lawyers in Califor-
nia who are without families." 70 Whigs in California consistently
64. Webster in November, 1850, also pressed for the appointment of Gillman Marston,
and in July, 1851, for appointment of George Cooley. For whatever the reason, President
Fillmore refused to nominate either aspirant. See Letter from Daniel Webster to Millard
Fillmore (Nov. 15, 1850) (Millard Fillmore Papers, Buffalo and Erie County Historical Soci-
ety, Buffalo, New York); Letter from George Evans to Millard Fillmore (Mar. 13, 1851)
(Millard Fillmore Papers, Buffalo and Erie County Historical Society, Buffalo, New York);
Letter from Rufus Choate to Daniel Webster (Jan. 21, 1851), reprinted in THE PAPERS OF
DANIEL WEBSTER (C. Wiltse ed. 1971).
65. Upon learning of Goodrich's refusal, Daniel Webster observed that because of the
low salary "competent men seem unwilling to ... take office in California." Letter from
Daniel Webster to Millard Fillmore (Oct. 29, 1850) (Millard Fillmore Papers, Buffalo and
Erie County Historical Society, Buffalo, New York).
66. John C. Fremont was the state's other senator, whose term expired Mar. 3, 1851.
67. L. THOMAS, BETwEEN Two EPnws: THE LIFE STORY OF CALIFORNIA'S FIRST SENA-
TOR, WILLIAM McKENDREE GWIN 1-76 (1969).
68. Letter from James M. Came to Millard Fillmore (Aug. 31, 1850) (Millard Fillmore
Papers, Buffalo and Erie County Historical Society, Buffalo, New York).
69. L. THoMAs, BETWEEN Two EMPIREs: THE LIFE STORY OF CALIFORNIA'S FIRST SENA-
TOR, WILLIAM McKENDREE GwIN 77 (1969).
70. Letter from Daniel Webster to Millard Fillmore (Oct. 19, 1850) (Millard Fillmore
Papers, Buffalo and Erie County Historical Society, Buffalo, New York); Letter from Mil-
lard Fillmore to Leslie Combs (Apr. 13, 1852) (Millard Fillmore Papers, Buffalo and Erie
County Historical Society, Buffalo, New York).
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had urged the administration to select only California lawyers, 1
but the President had resisted, partly because he wished to use
judicial patronage to reward Whigs outside the state and thereby
create a following loyal to him.72 The new accent on youth and
resident lawyers thrust President Fillmore into the internal politi-
cal turmoil he had hoped to avoid. 3
Senator Gwin and the administration combined their respec-
tive priorities, nominating James McHall Jones for the Southern
District post.74 The twenty-seven year old former New Orleans
lawyer had participated in the California constitutional convention
and campaigned for Gwin's election to the Senate. Jones was also
single, fluent in French and Spanish, and trained in the civil law.
President Fillmore initially had appointed him United States At-
torney for the Southern District; this undoubtedly smoothed the
way for his subsequent elevation to the federal bench. President
Fillmore, however, did not know that his new appointee suffered
from chronic tuberculosis, a disease that took his life before he
could open his court.7
Filling the Northern District vacancy was more -difficult and
ultimately placed Senator Gwin at odds with the administration.
President Fillmore had decided to select a judge from within the
district, but there was substantial interest in the selection else-
where, especially in New York City.77 William H. Aspinwall, presi-
dent of the Pacific Main Streamship Company, carried his case di-
71. Letter from Truman Smith to John Wilson (Nov. 29, 1850) (John Wilson Papers,
Bancroft Library, University of California, Berkeley, California).
72. See Letter from James M. Came to Millard Fillmore (Aug. 31, 1850, and Mar. 9,
1852) (Millard Fillmore Papers, Buffalo and Erie County Historical Society, Buffalo, New
York).
73. See Letter from Truman Smith to John Wilson (Nov. 29, 1850) (John Wilson Pa-
pers, Bancroft Library, University of California, Berkeley, California).
74. Cosgrave, James MeHall Jones, The Judge That Never Presided, 20 CAL. HIsT.
Soc'y Q. 96, 111-12 (1941). At the same time, Gwin and Fremont sought, without success, to
make the Northern District judgeship more attractive by increasing the salary. CON(.
GLOBE, 31st Cong., 1st Sess. app. 1351-55 (1850).
75. See Cosgrave, James McHall Jones, The Judge That Never Presided, 20 CAL.
HIsT. Soc'y Q. 97 (1941).
76. Id.
77. William H. Aspinwall, president of the Pacific Main Steamship Company, wanted
the federal court opened in San Francisco in order that the company might challenge a tax
placed by the California General Assembly on steam shipping companies that used the Bay
of San Francisco but were chartered outside of the state. Letter from William H. Aspinwall
to Millard Fillmore (Dec. 20, 1850) (Millard Fillmore Papers, Buffalo and Erie County His-
torical Society, Buffalo, New York).
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rectly to President Fillmore and Secretary Webster, and organized
a campaign in the commercial and legal communities of New York
City in favor of his candidate-Ogden Hoffman, Jr.78
President Fillmore, Senator Gwin, and the Union Whigs in
California had other candidates in mind. The Union Whigs sup-
ported Levi Parson, a state district court judge in San Francisco,7 1
while Gwin urged the selection of William H. Russell, a San Fran-
cisco lawyer. 8° President Fillmore settled on John Currey, another
San Francisco attorney.81
Currey's support came from Washington, D.C., and not Cali-
fornia. Congressman William Nelson of New York, in whose office
the thirty-one year old Currey had studied law, was able to medi-
ate the selection process because he retained significant political
contacts with President Fillmore's most powerful opponents in the
New York Whig Party.82 The Congressman assured President Fill-
more and Secretary Webster of Currey's skill and political commit-
ment; on December 21, 1850, President Fillmore nominated him.83
78. Letter from Benjamin D. Silliman to William H. Aspinwall (Jan. 25, 1851), col-
lected in Letters of Application, supra note 36; Letter from James A. Dorr to William H.
Aspinwall (Jan. 25, 1851), collected in Letters of Application, supra note 36; Letter from
James A. Dorr to John V. Plume (Jan. 25, 1851), collected in Letters of Application, supra
note 36; Letter from Daniel Lord to Daniel Webster (Jan. 27, 1851), collected in Letters of
Application, supra note 36; Letter from William H. Aspinwall to Millard Fillmore (Dec. 20,
1850) (Millard Fillmore Papers, Buffalo and Erie County Historical Society, Buffalo, New
York); Letter from Marshall 0. Roberts to Millard Fillmore (Dec. 14, 1850) (Millard Fill-
more Papers, Buffalo and Erie County Historical Society, Buffalo, New York).
79. Letter from William M. Gwin to Millard Fillmore (Jan. 27, 1851), collected in Let-
ters of Application, supra note 36; Letter from T. Butler King to Daniel Webster (Mar. 1,
1852), collected in Letters of Application, supra note 36. San Francisco Whigs also endorsed
Kimball H. Dimmick, John Satterlee, and John Wilson. See Letter from T. Butler King to
Daniel Webster (Nov. 11, 1850), collected in Letters of Application, supra note 36.
80. Letters from John Satterlee to Millard Fillmore (Sept. 15, 1850, and Jan. 23, 1851)
(Millard Fillmore Papers, Buffalo and Erie County Historical Society, Buffalo, New York);
Letter from James M. Came to Millard Fillmore (Aug. 31, 1850) (Millard Fillmore Papers,
Buffalo and Erie County Historical Society, Buffalo, New York).
81. See notes 82-83 & accompanying text infra.
82. Nelson's ability in this area was demonstrated-previously, he had persuaded the
President to appoint his son, Thomas Nelson, to be Chief Justice of the Oregon Territory.
See generally Teiser, The Second Chief Justice of Oregon Territory: Thomas Nelson, 48
OR. HisT. Q. 214 (1947).
83. Letters from William Nelson to Millard Fillmore (Dec. 21, 1850, and Dec. 26,
1850), collected in Letters of Application, supra note 36; Letter from Millard Fillmore to
Daniel Webster (Oct. 23, 1850) (Millard Fillmore Papers, Buffalo and Erie County Histori-
cal Society, Buffalo, New York); 8 J. op THE EXEcuTIVE PROC. OF THE SENATE OF THE UNITED
STATES 280 (1969). See also Teiser, The Second Chief Justice of Oregon Territory: Thomas
Nelson, 48 OR. HIsT. Q. 214-24 (1947).
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Opposition to the nomination was immediate and strong.
Under the leadership of Senator Gwin and Senator Andrew Pick-
ens Butler, the southern wing of the Democratic Party attacked
Currey as an abolitionist" and a scoundrel. Southern Democratic
senators, already wary of President Fillmore's position on the slav-
ery issue, seized upon Currey's nomination to embarrass the ad-
ministration. Butler refused to report the nomination from the
Senate Committee on the Judiciary,85 despite repeated assurances
from Nelson that Currey was not an abolitionist.8 Nelson also had
to parry accusations that the nominee had a history of ethical and
moral turpitude.87 These allegations were groundless, and their
source remains unknown; however, Gwin made no attempt to join
with Nelson in rebutting them.88
Webster and Butler urged Nelson to withdraw the nominee's
name in order to prevent a certain Senate rejection. The Congress-
man refused to do so, equating withdrawal with an admission of
guilt.8 The Senate on February 26, 1851, rejected the nomination
by a vote of 35 to 8.90
President Fillmore and Secretary Webster realized well in ad-
vance of the Senate vote that Currey's nomination was doomed.
Thus, while the Senate delayed a decision on Currey, the adminis-
tration continued its search for another candidate. The President
and the Secretary of State apparently narrowed their choice to
four candidates: Ogden Hoffman, Jr., Levi Parsons, John Satter-
84. Gwin transformed Currey's brief flirtation with the New York Free Soil Party into
an act of abolitionism. Letter from William Nelson to Millard Fillmore (Jan. 24, 1851) col-
lected in Letters of Application, supra note 36.
85. Letters from William Nelson to Millard Fillmore (Jan. 8, 1851, and Jan. 24, 1851),
collected in Letters of Application, supra note 36.
86. Letter from William Nelson to Andrew Pickens Butler (Jan. 12, 1851), collected in
Senate Nominations File, Records of the United States Senate, RG46, National Archives.
87. Anonymous letters to the Senate Committee on the Judiciary charged that Currey
had fled to California with a sizeable sum of money embezzled from his New York clients
and that while in California he was living with a woman other than his wife. See generally
Letter from William Nelson to Daniel Dickinson (January 1, 1851), collected in John Currey
Folder, Senate Nominations File, Records of the United States Senate, RG46, National
Archives.
88. Id. See also Letter from Samuel F. Reynolds to Daniel Dickinson (Jan. 13, 1850),
collected in John Currey Folder, Senate Nominations File, Records of the United States
Senate, RG46, National Archives.
89. Letter from William Nelson to Millard Fillmore (Jan. 24, 1851), collected in Let-
ters of Application, supra note 36.
90. 8 J. OF THa ExEcuTrV PROC. OF THE SENATH OF THE UNrra STATs 266 (1969).
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lee, and Oliver S. Haistead, the Chancellor of New Jersey.91 Al-
though President Fillmore had decided to appoint a resident, Web-
ster and other congressional Whigs attempted to loosen that
commitment. They supported the fifty-seven year old Halstead be-
cause his experience and judicial reputation seemed a way to obvi-
ate the political damage done by the controversial Currey nomina-
tion.92 Gwin also informed the administration of his support for
Halstead based on similar grounds, although he reaffirmed his
commitment to Russell.93 Moreover, Gwin refused to support any
of the remaining administration-approved candidates, particularly
the youthful Hoffman.9
Some Union Whigs in California backed Hoffman, but Aspin-
wall was his most vocal supporter.95 Hoffman, unlike Currey, had
no political record to which Senator Gwin might object; this
meant, however, that he lacked any public legal or judicial experi-
ence. Halstead's supporters in Washington accentuated Hoffman's
inexperience through rumor and innuendo.9 6 This ploy may have
backfired, however; President Fillmore was convinced that an older
lawyer such as Halstead could not manage the judicial burden in
91. Letter from William M. Gwin to Millard Fillmore (Jan. 30, 1851), collected in Let-
ters of Application, supra note 36; Letter from Oliver S. Halstead to Daniel Webster (Jan.
27, 1851), collected in Letters of Application, supra note 36; Letter from Oliver S. Halstead
to Millard Fillmore (Feb. 1, 1851) (Millard Fillmore Papers, Buffalo and Erie County His-
torical Society, Buffalo, New York).
92. Halstead, who was certain to lose his position to a Democratic challenger in the
next year, was anxious to join his sons in San Francisco. Letter from Oliver S. Halstead to
Millard Fillmore (Dec. 24, 1850) (Millard Fillmore Papers, Buffalo and Erie County Histori-
cal Society, Buffalo, New York).
93. Id.; Letter from Henry Clay to Millard Fillmore (Dec. 27, 1850) (Millard Fillmore
Papers, Buffalo and Erie County Historical Society, Buffalo, New York).
94. Letter from William M. Gwin to Millard Fillmore (Jan. 26, 1851), collected in
Letters of Application, supra note 36; California Courier, Mar. 6; id., Mar. 7, 1851; id., Mar.
6, 1851. There was also speculation in California that the position had been offered to James
L. Petigru, a prominent Charleston, South Carolina attorney. There is no evidence to indi-
cate Petigru was considered.
95. See notes 102-03 & accompanying text infra.
96. They were quick to seize on a rumor that Hoffman's father, recognizing his son's
limited practical experience, sent a telegram to President Fillmore refusing the post on be-
half of his son. No such telegram was sent. See generally Letter from Daniel Webster to
William M. Gwin (Jan. 31, 1851) (William M. Gwin Papers, Bancroft Library, University of
California, Berkeley, California); Letter from Oliver S. Halstead to Daniel Webster (Jan. 27,
1851), collected in Letters of Application, supra note 36; Letter from W. A. Newell to Mil-
lard Fillmore (Feb. 25, 1851) (Millard Fillmore Papers, Buffalo and Erie County Historical
Society, Buffalo, New York).
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By late January, 1851, Senator Gwin was the sole remaining
obstacle to Hoffman's nomination. President Fillmore wanted to
nominate Hoffman without repeating the turmoil that surrounded
Currey's nomination. The President assigned Webster the task of
convincing Gwin to accept the appointment.98 In view of Gwin's
obstruction of the Currey nomination, Webster placed the burden
on the Senator to accept a nominee as qualified as Currey but
without his political liabilities. In order to make the court opera-
tional, Gwin agreed.99 Hoffman, who was not fairing well in the
rough and tumble law practice of San Francisco, welcomed the ap-
pointment.100 On February 27, 1851, the Senate confirmed Hoff-
man; on May 15 he took the oath of office.101 More than seven
months had elapsed since the President made his first appoint-
ment to the Northern District.102
No sooner had the administration filled the Northern District
judgeship than the death of James M. Jones on December 14, 1851,
created a vacancy in the Southern District.103 The President might
have compromised with Gwin over this appointment. Instead,
against the advice of Webster 0" and the Whig leadership in the
Senate, he chose confrontation by nominating John Currey at the
urging of Congressman Nelson, who was anxious to vindicate Cur-
rey's earlier rejection.10 5 The effort failed.108 Gwin and the new
97. See California Courier, June 4, 1851; id. Mar. 22, 1851; 6 H. BANCROFT, HISTORY OF
CALIFORNIA 663 (1888).
98. See Letter from Daniel Webster to William M. Gwin (Jan. 31, 1851) (William M.
Gwin Papers, Bancroft Library, University of California, Berkeley, California).
99. Letter from Daniel Webster to Ogden Hoffman, Jr. (Feb. 3, 1851), reprinted in
Boden, Unpublished Letters From the Files of the Late Ogden Hoffman, 2 SAN FRANCISCO
BAR 4, 7 (April 1938).
100. Letter from Ogden Hoffman, Jr. to Daniel Webster (Mar. 3, 1851), collected in
Acceptances and Orders for Commission, RG59, National Archives.
101. 8 J. OF THE EXECUTV PROC. OF THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES 287, 289
(1969); Miscellaneous Permanent and Temporary Commissions of Federal Judges, RG59,
National Archives.
102. See notes 54-101 & accompanying text supra.
103. Cosgrave, James McHall Jones, The Judge That Never Presided, 20 CAL. HIST.
Soc'Y Q. 97, 111-12 (1941).
104. Letters from Daniel Webster to Millard Fillmore (Feb. 15, 1852, and Feb. 19,
1852) (Millard Fillmore Papers, Buffalo and Erie County Historical Society, Buffalo, New
York).
105. See id.
106. Letter from J. H. Clay Mudd to Alexander H. H. Stewart (Dec. 22, 1851), col-
lected in Letters of Application, supra note 36.
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Democratic Senator from California, John B. Weller, raised the
spectre of judicially imposed abolitionism and joined with the
Southern Democrats in insisting on slave-state representation in
the Southern District.107 They persuaded the Senate Democratic
majority to table Currey's nomination indefinitely,1 8 and the full
Democratic Congress abolished the judgeship in the Southern Dis-
trict.109 Subsequently, when Democratic President Franklin Pierce
entered the White House in 1853, Democrats in Congress reinsti-
tuted the judgeship. 1 0 Gwin and Weller then mediated the selec-
tion of their candidate-Isaac Keith Stockton Ogler, a trans-
planted South Carolina slaveholder. "
Conclusion
Theodore Sedgwick, a mid-19th century proponent of judicial
reform, concluded that "[j]udges will. . . always be selected from
the party in power.1 12 A cursory view of the first federal district
court appointments in California seems to confirm this observa-
tion; party politics then, as now, shaped the composition of the
bench. A closer examination of the first California appointments,
however, reveals a rich and complex process that cannot be ade-
quately explained by mere party politics. Personal ambition, sec-
tional controversy, the expansion of slavery, economic interests in-
volving land, gold, and transoceanic commerce, and the
administrative exigencies of low pay and burdensome workload
had an impact on the selection of California's first federal judges.
The selection process was essentially open and was, therefore, sus-
ceptible to a variety of pressures, including partisanship. The pro-
cess during this period had its distinctive institutional attrib-
utes-it was substantially less bureaucratic, more affected by
limitations of communications and distance, and less vulnerable to
107. See Letter from Andrew Butler to Millard Fillmore (Feb. 2, 1852), collected in
Letters of Application, supra note 36; Letter from J. H. Clay Mudd to John Wilson (May 9,
1852) (John Wilson Papers, Bancroft Library, University of California, Berkeley,
California).
108. 8 J. OF THE ExEcuTIVE Pnoc. oF THE SENATE OF THE UNrrED STATES 370 (1969).
109. Id. See Act of Aug. 31, 1852, ch. 108, § 1, 10 Stat. 76, 86.
110. Act of Jan. 18, 1854, ch. 1, § 1, 10 Stat. 265.
111. See Letter from John B. Weller and William M. Gwin to Franklin Pierce (Jan.
17, 1854), collected in Records Relating to the Appointment of Federal Judges-California,
Records of the Attorney General, RG60, National Archives.
112. Sedgwick, Law Reform, 3 WEST L.J. 145, 150 (1846).
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manipulation by the bar than is the modern selection process. Per-
sonal, nonprofessional, and nonpartisan considerations were fac-
tors in the outcome. Whether this resulted in inferior federal jus-
tice has yet to be determined.
Aside from questions of judicial performance, the selection
process translated into individual opportunity for the early Califor-
nia judges; Hoffman, Jones, and Ogier were distinguished, not by
age, reputation, and commitment to an established pattern of ca-
reer development, but by their youth, inexperience, and ambition.
This suggests that a fundamental and distinctive set of values un-
derlay the political and legal culture of the era to produce a dis-
tinctively youthful, personally ambitious, and individualistic lower
federal judiciary at mid-century. The study of the judicial selection
process can serve as a magic mirror118 capable of offering a new
and distinctive view of the lower federal courts while revealing the
fundamental values and operation of the nation's political and le-
gal culture.
113. See note 6 & accompanying text supra.
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